Vietnam Study and Service Tour Funded by Career and Leadership Fund

Date: 22 March 2016 to 29 March 2016

Objectives:
- To create opportunities for cultural exchange between CityU and Vietnamese university students
- To enrich volunteers’ service learning experiences and skills needed in the non-profit sector
- To establish a network among volunteers and NGOs for future projects.

Contents:
- Lessons and interactive workshops for children in need
- Cultural & knowledge exchange
  - Throughout the trip, our participants and volunteers from Universities and NGOs of Vietnam will be allocated into small teams for all activities, encouraging cultural and knowledge exchange among themselves. Interactive workshops

Achievements of the Project
- Built up connections with 3 NGOs in Vietnam
- Built up connections with 4 universities in Vietnam
- Understood about Vietnam history and culture
- Built up good relationship with Vietnam YMCA
- Built up good friendships with the locals in Understood the social services in Vietnam

CityU students introducing Hong Kong social work training to Vietnam University students

Collaboration with Vietnam University Students

Cultural Night with Vietnam University Students